Abstract. The natural bijective correspondence between Boolean algebras and Boolean rings is generalized from Boolean algebras to lattices with 0 every principal ideal of which has an antitone involution. The corresponding ring-like structures are called ringoids. Among them orthorings are characterized by a simple axiom. It is shown that congruences on ringoids are determined by their kernels and that ringoids are permutable at 0.
There is a long series of papers generalizing the natural bijective correspondence between Boolean algebras and Boolean rings (see [1] ) to more general structures (cf. [2] , [3] , [5]- [ll] and [13] ). The aim of this paper is to generalize this correspondence from Boolean algebras to lattices with 0 every principal ideal of which has an antitone involution. First we define this class of lattice-like structures.
An is a distributive SAI-lattice which is not complemented. Now we define the ring-like structures corresponding to SAI-lattices. 
Moreover Moreover, the following are equivalent:
x Ay -xy y and
In [6] ring-like structures were introduced corresponding in a natural bijective way to lattices with 0 every principal ideal of which is an ortholattice.
DEFINITION 10 (cf. [6] ). An orthoring is an algebra (i2,+,-,0) of type In the sequel we make frequent use of (ii).
(iii) 6©c = (6Ac 6Vc ) V(6 bVc Ac) = (6 A (c+ (6 V c))) V ((b+ (bVc)) Ac).
(iv) b + c= (b A c) bVe = (bAc)e(bV c).
Next we observe that principal filters of ringoids are ringoids, too. 
